surface to the formation of a fully formed highquality graphene sheet. As Alessandro Baraldi
points out, “The growth of graphene starts
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our nanodomes.
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1,000 degrees.
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structural descriptors of
silicate glass dissolution

s shows promise for bone surgery

dissolution of phosphate glass

a magnesium-zinc-calcium alloy containing a high
proportion of zinc (35%), far superior to the usual
percentage used in traditional metals. Indeed, in
traditional metals, undesirable crystalline phases
precipitate in the magnesium matrix above a
maximum amount of 2.4% zinc atoms. On the other

bulk Mg-based metallic glasses...

The new metallic glass produces no hydrogen
bubbles in tissue (left). Traditional alloys form

Composition / structure / degradation
Long MD simulations needed

hand, the amorphous structure of metallic glass,
produced by rapid cooling of the combined mixture of
molten materials, does not present such limitation.
By producing a magnesium (60%)-zinc (35%)-calcium
(5%) glass, the researchers were able to dramatically

